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Abstract

This paper introduces ePortfolio and its use of managing learning evidence in an eLearning environment. The paper uses the outcomes of a recent project sponsored by Deakin University, Australia and examples from IT teaching practice based on CloudDeakin to explore how ePortfolios add value to personalized and reflective models of eLearning. ePortfolios are proved to be an effective tool for discussion, information collection and reflection, and new ways of thinking about learning evidence management.
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1. Introduction

eLearning tools and technologies have been widely used to support learner centered and personalized learning. Usually these eLearning tools extend traditional learning paradigms into new dynamic learning models through computer and web technologies. Features provided in an eLearning system normally include hypermedia-based learning resource authoring, assessment submission and result management, online forum and live consultation, adaptive/personalized instruction, learning progress monitoring, and lecture recordings, etc. However, there is one important feature which might have been undervalued or overlooked: learning evidence management and establishment of personal ePortfolio.

Emerging, often powerful evidence from learners of the value of developing ePortfolios provides a strong rationale for reconsidering the role of ePortfolios in learning and teaching. The Burgess report, the Leitch review of skills, Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) guidelines for Higher Education (HE) Progress Files and the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) blueprint for delivering e-assessment—and, more recently, the embedding of personal learning and thinking skills into the newly developed post-14 curriculum in England—have
all prompted interest in the benefits that electronic portfolios may bring to personal development planning (PDP) and to 21st century models of learning, teaching and assessment (Khan, 2008).

Cutting-edge research and development projects funded by Joint Information Systems Committee—JISC (Jisc, 2014) and other agencies also suggest the most pressing reason for taking a closer look at ePortfolios is the indication that use of these tools can promote more profound forms of eLearning.

This paper uses the outcomes of a recent project sponsored by Deakin University, Australia and examples from IT teaching practice based on CloudDeakin eLearning system to explore how ePortfolios can add value to personalized and reflective models of learning. Hope the experience inspires a wider variety of ePortfolio use across further, higher and continuing education.

In the following sections, we first introduce the concept of ePortfolio and an eLearning environment CloudDeakin, then take a year-one IT unit as an example describing our practice of using ePortfolio to manage learning evidence within CloudDeakin, followed by a discussion on lessons learned through the practice. A conclusion is made at the end of this paper.

2. Background

A few key definitions and terms are to be clarified. The first is ePortfolio.

2.1. ePortfolio

According to Wikipedia, “An electronic portfolio (also known as an ePortfolio, e-portfolio, digital portfolio, or online portfolio) is a collection of electronic evidence assembled and managed by a user, usually on the Web.” (Wikipedia, 2014). If approaching ePortfolio specifically in an eLearning environment, the definition introduced in (Sutherland & Powell, 2007) might be more appropriate: “An ePortfolio is a purposeful aggregation of digital items—ideas, evidence, reflections, feedback etc, which ‘presents’ a selected audience with evidence of a person’s learning and/or ability.”

Actually the ideas of what an ePortfolio is are complex. The definitions might vary depending on the perspective from which a person is referring to the concept. It can be a product created by learners, a collection of learning evidence, such as digital artefacts, or personal reflections. It can also be a tool or system used to create this kind of product, with which, learners collect, select, share and present learning evidence in ePortfolio related processes.

In this paper, we adopt both of two meanings of ePortfolio. It is easy to differentiate ePortfolio product from ePortfolio process depending on the context.

Figure 1 reveals the relationship between ePortfolio products and processes. Learners create ePortfolios for different purposes and use them to develop a greater awareness of their learning experiences and history, in order to better articulate their skills to gain entry to the professional sphere.

Research and case studies in (Khan, 2008; Jisc, 2014) have also shown that it is important that besides of the common eLearning tools, such as virtual classroom, personalized instruction, an eLearning system support effective ePortfolio processes to produce and manage ePortfolio products which can be of any kind of digital artefacts and valuable learning evidence produced by learners.

2.2. CloudDeakin Learning Environment

EPortfolio, as a process/tool, is supported by CloudDeakin (CloudDeakin, 2014). CloudDeakin is Deakin University’s cloud learning environment. It incorporates a range of spaces and tools to enable interactive and engaging learning. Every unit has a site established in CloudDeakin. Within each unit site, there is a range of tools available to students:

- Access units and courses including assessment items using tools such as discussions, quizzes and the ability to submit assignments online;
- Manage and present their learning achievements (using the CloudDeakin Portfolio);
- View all readings in a contained list within the resources tool;
- Engage with Unit Chairs, Tutors and other students in a virtual classrooms (using BlackBoard Collaborate);
- Listen and watch recorded lectures from their desktop or via a tablet or mobile device (EchoSystem);
- Create and manage blogs (using Drupal) and wikis (using MediaWiki);
- Manage personal academic integrity (using Turnitin).
As one of the key features supported by CloudDeakin, Portfolio tool integrates facilities to create different types of digital artefacts, such as new Web pages, links, multimedia artefacts, form response, reflection, collection, and presentations, etc. Any type of files, such as assessment results, learning objectives can also be uploaded to Portfolio for record, as shown in Figure 2.

3. ePortfolio and Learning Evidence Management

The School of Information Technology of Deakin has been implementing ePortfolio use progressively since Year 2013 through the DUPPP funded project “Develop academic literacies in Information Technology course curricula”. Academics of year-one core units in the School tailor assessment tasks to ensure students are progressively creating artefacts in ePortfolios which record evidence of skills and knowledge developed, and helping students understand how assignments relate to the unit, course and Deakin Graduate Learning Outcomes.

As one of the year-one IT core units, SIT104 Introduction to Web Development introduces techniques of creating Web content using HTML, CSS, client side and server side scripting languages. It has two assignments: 1st create a website using HTML & CSS; 2nd implement client side (Javascript) and server side (PHP) scripting to validate web forms and generate dynamic information retrieved from Oracle database. Both assignments require students to provide website URL, scripting source code, references, and self-reflection.

The self-reflection is one of the important learning evidence to collect during the study. Instead of creating unstructured reflection artefacts with Portfolio reflection tool, forms are designed to capture all the information while considering the “What? So what? Now what?” reflection format in a more effective way.

The “What? So what? Now what?” reflection format (Elicia et al., 2012) helps students reflect what they have learned progressively by asking:

- What: reflecting on what students have created and the processes they have used as individuals or in groups;
- So what: reflecting to understand how practice relates to unit content, research undertaken or previous learning;
- Now what: reflecting to progressively improve against course and graduate learning outcomes.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the form structure.

Different types of relevant learning evidence can be organized together in a presentation as an “archive” for future reference, as shown in Figure 5.

To have the tool used, ePortfolio should be introduced first. It takes a few hour laboratory time to teach students get familiar with ePortfolio at the beginning, while the information collection practice is promoted and
Figure 2. Different types of learning evidence supported by ePortfolio tool in CloudDeakin.

Figure 3. Form Structure Part 1—Student profile information automatically inserted.
Section 1 My website URL

My website URL
e.g. http://www.deakin.edu.au/~shang/sit104/ass1.html

The snapshot of my home page
   screenshot.png (3.2 KB)

Section 2 What I’ve done

Please briefly explain the work you’ve done for this assignment. E.g.
I did the HTML coding by myself according to [Schultz and Clark 2007] and referenced other people’s CSS code. The CSS code I used is from http://www.free-css.com/free-css-templates/pages/18/blue-white.php. I did the following modifications to make it work:
1. Strip off some logos and horizontal navigation bar before the footer part
2. Personalize color settings in the environments of paragraph and article.

Section 3 Reflection and comments

Reflection and comments

(In this section, you might answer questions such as:
- What knowledge did you use to create this assignment?
- What problems did you have while doing this assignment?
- What lessons did you learn from doing this assignment?)

References

References

Please list the references you used for this assignment using Harvard style. E.g.
Weaver, BK 2000, Ending, welfare as we know it. Brookings Institution Press, retrieved 23 May

Figure 4. Form Structure Part 2—What, so what, now what reflection questions.

Figure 5. Forms, powerpoints, URLs, documents etc. linked in a presentation in ePortfolio.
enhanced throughout the whole trimester. The ePortofilio form designed with the self-reflection questions is required as part of the submission for the two assignments of SIT104. Its use in assessment tasks is observed to be well adopted by the students on the whole.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Lessons we learn from the ePortfolio practice include:
- ePortfolio files are private, need to be attached/shared for marking and comments;
- Students and academics are to be trained to the technology;
- Explicit instructions/examples to be provided to students for guidance, e.g. how to organize different types of learning evidence in ePortfolio;
- Evidence/artefacts tagging is to be encouraged for searching and future reference.

Outcome from this practice also suggests that enthusiasm and willingness to learn are important attributes of ePortfolio users.

Through the pilot project, ePortfolios are proved to add value to personalized and reflective models of eLearning. To implement it widely, more students and academics are to be introduced to the ePortfolio technology, its uses as a tool for discussion, information collection and reflection, and new ways of thinking about learning evidence management.
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